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Stocker WMS  Version 5.3 

Main Window 
The main window has been given a toolbar with access to the main functions in Stocker. 

 

New System Switches 

BAKORDGI 
Enables or disables the automatic creation of back orders for partially satisfied warehouse receipts.  A back order is 

created as part of the Goods In/Warehouse Receipt Close Order procedure when any line on an order is not received 

in full. The settings are 

ON Turns on the creation of back orders for warehouse receipts 

OFF Turns off the automatic creation of back orders for warehouse receipts 

BAKORDGO 
Enables or disables the automatic creation of back orders for partially satisfied warehouse shipments.  A back order 

is created as part of the Goods Out/Warehouse Shipment Close Order procedure when any line on an order is not 

satisfied in full. The settings are 

ON Turns on the creation of back orders for warehouse shipments 

OFF Turns off the automatic creation of back orders warehouse shipments 

VB2DIARY 
Controls whether two separate vehicle booking diaries are used for warehouse receipts and shipments or a single 

diary. The settings are: 

ON Separate diaries are used for booking in vehicles. One diary is used for warehouse receipts and a second for 

warehouse shipments. 

OFF A single diary is used for booking in vehicles for both warehouse receipts and shipments. 

User Options 

General Settings Tab 
Changes have been made to the General Settings tab of User Options to accommodate: 

1. Defining the number of bays available to booking in vehicles 

2. The actual storage of this information 
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Defining The Number Of Bays Available 

When the System Switch VB2DIARY is set ON two diaries are available to book in vehicles. One diary is used  for  

booking in warehouse receipts and the second is for shipments. In this situation Stocker needs to know how many 

receiving bays are available and how many despatching bays are available for booking in vehicles. 

When the System Switch VB2DIARY is set OFF a single diary is used  to book in vehicles for both warehouse receipts 

and shipments. In this case Stocker only needs to know how many bays are available in total. 

  
 

VB2DIARY ON 
 

VB2DIARY OFF 
 

The Storage Of  Vehicle Booking Bays 

Previously this information was stored on the local computer. This could introduce a potential conflict if more than 

one computer managed vehicle booking. One controller using one computer could state there were four bays and a 

second state there were only three. The information entered here is now stored centrally in the database to avoid 

any conflict. 

Database Table Access Keys 
The File Access Keys control the creation of many important records in Stocker which require sequence numbers as 

part of their access keys. For example movement records. The values, as created during the installation of Stocker, 

should only be changed with great care.  Any mistake could adversely affect the proper functioning of the system.  

Although this page was only added to the User Options form if the logged in user was an Administrator, it has been 

removed from User Options and placed as a separate menu option Administrator Options  under the menu item 

Administrator on the main menu. 

Deprecated User Codes 
The user code ROUTE has been removed from the system.  Picking by vehicle route and drop is currently under 

redevelopment.  The vehicle route and drop entries on the Goods Out/Warehouse Shipments order header record 

have also been removed. 

Enhancements To Master Databases 

Product, Customer, Supplier and Haulier/Carrier Management 
These now have a management programs much the same as manage orders. The screens provide  portals for the 

main actions to be carried out against these items e.g. adding, changing, deleting records and placing on hold. 
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Manage Products 

View Customer, Supplier and Haulier/Carrier Records 
The View option, available on the menu for each of these databases, displays all the information associated with a 

single record. The following buttons have been added to the forms for each. 

 
Copies customer, supplier or haulier/carrier contact name and position to the clipboard for 
pasting into an external program 

 Copies the address 

 Copies the phone number 

 Launches your email program with a new email form See also General Settings of User Options. 

 Copies all details to the clipboard 

    

View Customer Details Form 
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Implementation Of An Address Book 
Stocker now caters for maintaining an address book. Addresses are not attached to any other records, for example 

customers or suppliers, and can be freely entered. 

Addresses can be added to the Goods Out/Shipments order header record to provide an alternative delivery 

address. In the case of the Owner system this is alternative to the address present on the customer master record.  

In  the case of the Third Party system, where your customer is actually a supplier, the alternative address can be that 

of the end customer.  

Addresses contain similar information as that stored against customer, suppliers and haulier/carriers. The difference 

is in the way each address record is stored and accessed. 

 

Address Book 

When an address record is created it is given a unique ID. This is merely a number which is incremented each time a 

new address is created. If you know the ID. You can directly enter this on the order header record to pick up the 

required address. Each address also has a 16 character code. This code can be used to identify individual companies. 

For example the code PLESCO can identify the Plesco Supermarket chain. With the combination of ID. and Code any 

number of entries can be entered into the address book for Plesco Supermarkets. Each entry will identify a different 

address/branch for the chain. 

 

Address Record 
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Note the address book is only implemented in the standard version of Stocker. It is not available to Free Edition. 

Enhancements To Goods Out/Shipment Orders 

Addition Of Customer Order Number 
Especially useful in the Third Party system for tracing an order back to original customer order. This would be the 

order number placed by a customer to their supplier, who in turn is your customer. The Goods Out/Shipment order 

number issued by Stocker would be for the order raised against your customer. The customer order number would 

be for the order raised by the end customer. 

Addition Of Delivery Address 
A delivery address can now be added to the Goods Out/Shipments order header.  For the Owner system the address 

placed on the customer record may be for that company’s head office.  The actual delivery address may be different 

and may vary. 

For the Third Party system your customer is the supplier to an end customer.  Here, the address against your 

customer’s record becomes the supplier’s address. The new delivery address will be that of the end customer.  End 

customer addresses are maintained in the new address book. 

 

  

Goods Out/Warehouse Shipments Order Header 

There are three ways in which a delivery address can be added to the order header. 

1. Enter the ID. If you know the absolute ID for the address you want, enter that ID into the first box against Deliver 

To. The code and actual address will be retrieved and displayed in the remaining boxes. 

 

2. If the address you require already exists in your address book, but you don’t know the ID, you can press the 

Search button to display a standard search form from which to select the required address from the address 

book.  
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3. If the address is new, press the New Address button.  You will be presented with the form to enter a new 

address.  On completion, the new address will be added to the address book and its details displayed in the 

order header form. 

The address book has a default address with and ID of 1. This address has a code of CUSTOMER.  For the Free Edition 

this record is used for the delivery address with the Despatch Note stating Deliver To Customer. 

Implementation Of Back Orders For Warehouse Receipts 
Back orders are automatically created when the System Switch BAKORDGI is turned ON. Back orders are created as 

part of the Goods In Close Order routine. A back order is created when one line on an order is only partially received.  

The following points should be noted when using back orders. 

1. A back order  is created using the same order number as the original order but with a suffix of /01. These are 

level one back orders. 

 

2. As a result, when back orders are enabled, order numbers of new orders are limited to 17 characters. This is to 

provide room for the back order suffix to be added to the original order number. 

 

3. A back order can itself generate a back order. This is a level 2 back order.  A level 2 back order  will have the 

same order number as the original  order but with a suffix of /02.  

 

4. In this way back orders up to 99 levels can be created. 

 

5. For  traceability, the line numbers of a back order correspond to those on the original order. Therefore, if the 

first partially received line on the original order was Line 3, it will be Line 3 on the back order. Lines 1 and 2 will 

be omitted.  If the next partially received  line was Line 8, it will be Line 8 on the back order. This will continue 

down the levels of back orders. 

 

6. If a new line is added to a back order it will follow on from the last line number on the original order. Therefore, 

if the number of lines on the original order was 10 but the last line on the back order was Line 8, then any new 

line added to the back order would be Line 11. 

 

7. All freetext is copied over from the order header and the order lines to the back order. 

 

8. Both the date the order was placed and the due date are copied from the original  order. This continues down 

each level of back orders. 

Note warehouse receipt back orders are only implemented in the standard version of Stocker.  This functionality is 

not available to Free Edition. 

Implementation Of Back Orders For Warehouse Shipments 
Back orders are automatically created when the System Switch BAKORDGO is turned ON. Back orders are created as 

part of the Goods Out Close Order routine. A back order is created when one line on an order is only partially 

satisfied.  When creating back orders for shipments the same considerations as for warehouse receipts should be 

noted. 
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Warehouse shipment back orders are only implemented in the standard version of Stocker.  This functionality is not 

available to Free Edition. 

Warehouse Manager 

Internal Movements - Move Block Stack 
Block stacks can hold a number of pallets. As part of your housekeeping you may want to move  pallets from one 

block stack to another. You may even have one very large location used as a general dumping ground – which you 

want to completely relocate. 

Creating individual movement instructions for each pallet may be very time consuming. The new Move Block Stack 

function can generate movement instructions for all pallets occupying a location. These movements can be: 

Reservations – These are yet to be carried out within the warehouse.  In this case the instructions can be given to 

the warehouse operatives telling them what pallets to move and where they are to be moved to.  After the pallets 

have been physically moved the movements can be actioned within Stocker  to show the pallets are now relocated. 

Actioned Movements – In this case you may have physically relocated the pallets. Stocker is immediately updated to 

show the new location of the pallets. 

Reports 

Despatch Note 
The Despatch Note now includes the following information: 

Customer Order Number   A reference to any end customer order number 

Delivery Address  This is in addition to the normal customer address. The normal address is taken from 

the customer record.  In the case of the Owner system this may be the customer’s 

head office.  For the third Party system the customer is actually a supplier to the end 

customer and the address from your customer record is written to the Despatch 

Note as the supplier address.  In both systems the Delivery Address is taken from the 

new address book which  caters for deliveries to multiple addresses for the same 

customer. 

Note, Free Edition does not include an Address Book and the Delivery Address merely states ‘Deliver To Customer’. 

Stock Enquiries 
The Stock Enquiries By Product now include brief versions to their reports. The standard versions are printed to 

landscape orientation and contain significant detail which, in turn, uses significant stationary. The brief versions are 

printed to portrait orientation and are limited to the basic information as follows: 

 Sell By/Use by date 

 Receipt date 

 Warehouse location 

 Batch/Serial number (container if batch numbers not used) 

 Source (e.g. received order number, Misc. Receipt/Customer Return reference) 

 Quantity of physical stock  
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 Net Stock 

 Any quarantine/Hold Status 

 

 
Stock Summary Report 

Master Databases 
The customer, supplier  and haulier/carrier summary reports have been completely redesigned and now report the 

concatenated address. 

Interfaces – Data Import and Export 
The recommended procedure ensure the integrity of Stocker's inventory, from the outset, is to perform a full 

stocktake during setup.  However, this can impose a significant amount of work to organise and carry out.  It may be 

required to shut down a warehouse for possibly an entire weekend in order to perform the stocktake.  Conversely, it 

may be require opening the warehouse during normal closing times.  This could incur extra costs, for example 

remunerating staff, lighting, heating etc. If you carry out the stocktake during normal working hours it could 

adversely impact your operational performance. 

Load Warehouse Inventory 
To compensate for the work involved in performing a full stocktake, Stocker 5.3 now enables the import of the 

current warehouse inventory from an external computer system or spreadsheet. This, however, is not the 

recommended procedure as any errors in the external system will be imported into Stocker. But it does provide a far 

quicker and more cost effective way to getting started. 

Should you choose this second method it is highly recommended you perform a series of stockchecks, after 

importing the warehouse inventory, to ensure Stocker's stock holding is correct. 
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Interface Improvements 
The following additional improvements have been made to the interface program: 

 Version 5.3 now requires you to login into the interface program.  The login requirement has not been added as 
a restriction and does not use up a licence. However, a user logged into Stocker cannot log into the interface 
program at  same time. The reason for the login is to provide a mechanism for the site and warehouse to 
become optional entries within an interface file.  
 

 The new Check File Integrity Mode allows you to test the integrity of an import file without attempting to apply 

the data to Stocker. Once all the data in the file is validated and is correct you can request the actual import. 

 

 Improved validation and checks on record lengths for fixed file formats or number of entries for CSV files. 

 

 Correction of some inconsistencies which had evolved as a result of enhancements being made to Stocker.  

 

 The complete interface architecture is now available even when Stocker is being used under trial. Previously 

some elements e.g. interfaces created by Stocker were disabled in trial mode. 

 

 General UI improvements. 
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What’s New In Stocker 5.3.1 

Stocker WMS  Version 5.3.1 

Introduction 
Stocker 5.3.1 was a maintenance update containing a number of enhancements 

Stock Enquiries and Reports 
Each pallet carries the sell by (use by /BBE) date and the date received. If a product does not use sell by dates then 

the date received is stored in its place. This ensures proper stock rotation. 

Previously the sell by date was always displayed in stock enquiries/reports. This meant what was actually being 

displayed was the date received when sell by dates did not apply. 

Now the sell by date is only displayed if they actually apply to the product. Otherwise it is blank. Note the date 

received is still always displayed as a separate entry. 

Movement History 
The sell by (use by / BBE) and date and the date received have been added to the movement history (audit Trail). 

Custom Reports 
Stocker’s standard reports can be modified or completely rewritten and placed in the custom reports folder. Stoker 

first looks to see if a report exists in this folder and uses it if one does. If a report does not exist in the custom reports 

folder Stocker uses a standard report the installation folder.  Reports in the customer reports folder are not 

overwritten by Stocker’s setup/installation procedures. Neither does the uninstaller remove them  

Improved Manual Stock Selection For Shipments 
The action Manual Stock Selection allows for the selection of a single pallet to satisfy demand on warehouse 

shipments. This is now complimented with a new action Enhanced Manual Stock Selection.  
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Unlike Manual Stock selection which only allows you to select a single pallet, this action allows you to select multiple 

pallets to completely satisfy the entire order line in one action. Movements are created for all pallets selected. This 

action reserves your selected pallets from the main bulk/backup store of the warehouse. Note it does not create 

part pallet picking lists. 

On pressing the Reserve button Stocker reads the list from top to bottom. When Stocker finds an entry in the list 

with a checked checkbox it reserves that pallet. As soon as the quantity required is satisfied Stocker stops looking for 

any more items in the list, so additional checked items are ignored. If the last pallet (checked item in the list) needed 

to satisfy the order line holds more stock than required, only the quantity required is taken from the pallet, leaving a 

part pallet behind 

Improvements When Manually Creating Replenishments 
Stocker automatically creates replenishments for picking locations at two points. 

 When Stocker needs to reserve stock from the pick location it first checks if there is insufficient NET stock. If 

not, it creates a replenishment to satisfy the requirement. 

 Then, after reserving the stock, Stocker checks the NET stock has not fallen below the minimum quantity for 

the pick location. If it has Stocker creates a replenishment to the picking face. 

Over and above all this manual replenishments can be created within Warehouse Manager.  Previously only 

replenishments for a single product could be created. This meant they were create one at a time. 

For both the owner and third party system the following action has been added. 

Replenish All 
This replenishes all picking locations where the NET stock is below the minimum quantity for the pick location.  

Replenish Customer 
This applies to the Third Party system only. It replenishes all picking locations only for the specified customer where 

the NET stock is below the minimum quantity for the pick location. 
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New Action Create Picking Lists 
The existing Create Picking Lists has been renamed  Auto Stock Selection. This action creates full pallet movements 

AND part pallet Picking Lists 

This new action Create Picking Lists action creates part pallet picking lists ONLY. It does not reserve full pallets from 

the main bulk store 

Improvements To Stocker’s Installers/Setup Programs 

Better Support For 64Bit Windows  
Installers of the standard/full edition have the option to install SQL Server Express 2008. Alternatively, the databases 

can be installed into an instance of SQL Server which is already installed on a computer.  

Stocker is a 32bit program.  On a 64bit machine Stocker's installers install 32bit SQL Server in WOW64. Previously, 

the installers were not configured to talk to 64bit SQL Server 2008. 

If the existing instance of SQL Server was 64bit (on a 64bit machine) the installer failed when trying to install the 

databases.  The installers now seek both 32bit and 64bit SQL Server 2008 on 64bit machines. 

32bit SQL Server 2008 will continue to be the standard setup option while XP is supported. Also, as SQL Server 

installations become larger, at present, the standard installers will still be configured for SQL Server 2008.  

Support For User's Database Backups 
Stocker's installers (setup programs) restore databases stored within the setup program. Additionally, the installers 

now have the option to restore user databases previously backed up within Stocker.  You now can choose to restore 

your own database backups instead of the standard databases held within the setup. 

Support For More Versions Of SQL Server 
The free edition of stocker uses SQL Server 2005. Currently the default version of SQL Server for the standard edition 

of Stocker is SQL Server 2008 R2 since this is the last version which can be installed on Windows XP. 

The SQL Server 2008 R2 Express database engine is provided with the trial downloads of Stocker. Installing SQL 

Server is optional.  Note no tools are provided e.g. the SQL Server Management Studio. This is to keep the download 

as small as possible. 

A full installation of the standard version of Stocker (available to registered users) includes SQL Server R2 Express 

with Tools. This will include SQL Server Management Studio and is a 300MB+ download. 

There is a further installer available for the standard edition. This does NOT include SQL Server.  It provides for a very 

small download and quick installation. Previously this would install stocker into an existing instance of SQL Server 

2008. So if you already had SQL Server 2008 you could use that if were happy to test Stocker with it.  

This last installer has now been enhanced use an existing instance of the following versions of SQL Server. 

 SQL Server 2005 

 SQL Server 2008 

 SQL Server 2012 

 SQL Server 2014 

You can choose the version that you use within a single installer. 
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What’s New In Stocker 5.3.2 

Stocker WMS  Version 5.3.2 

Introduction 
Stocker 5.3.2 was a minor maintenance update.  
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What’s New In Stocker 5.3.3 

Stocker WMS  Version 5.3.3 

Improved Management Of Stocker's Windows 
Previously when an option was selected from a menu that option was disabled so only a single window for a 

particular action could be opened at any one time. 

This functionality has been removed and replaced by the following. 

Re-Use Windows 
When an action is selected from either a menu or a toolbar Stocker has the option to look for an existing window for 

that action. If found, Stocker will use the existing window.  If the existing window is minimized it will be restored and 

brought to the front of all other windows.  If it is behind other windows it will be brought to the front. 

A new User Option has been created 'Reuse Windows'. When selected the above functionality is used. When 

deselected Stocker simply opens a new window. 

 Note this new functionality only applies to windows that can be minimized such as lists (e.g. Manage Orders) and 

forms which can be minimized for example, Create New Order. For all other forms a new window will be opened. 

When Stocker is running in toolbar mode new windows always created. 

New Warehouse Inventory Enquiries/Reports 
Two new enquiries/reports by product have been added to compliment the 'List All Pallets' report. 

 List all available pallets 

 List all pallets in quarantine (on hold) 

These enquiries/reports are available separately under the breakdown for part and full pallets. They have been 

reproduced for all pallets. 

Minor Changes To Bar Charts 
Scroll bars have been added and improved control via keyboard. 

Changes To Main Window When Running In Toolbar Mode 
The size of the main window now fits the width of the display. The window now also includes the main toolbar. Note 

this mode may be removed in a future release. 
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Improvements To Stocker’s Backup Procedure 

Backup File Name 

The database to be backed up can be selected from a drop-down list box.  If you change the currently selected 

database the backup file name now changes to reflect the new database selected. If you use the same backup 

filename more than once, the second backup will be appended to the existing file creating a backup set. Stocker's 

setup procedures can only restore the first backup in a file set and may fail if there is more than one. 

Backup Delay Period 

This is a short delay to be executed after SQL Server has completed the backup.  If two or more databases were 

backed up in quick succession, or if databases were quite small, the backup may not always be successfully written 

to disk - even though the actual backup completed successfully.  This delay executes after SQL Server informs 

Stocker the backup has completed and before the connection between SQL Server and Stocker is closed, ensuring 

the file is successfully written.  The delay duration is in seconds and can be in the range 0 - 10.  The default setting is 

5 seconds. A value of zero means no delay. If you encounter problems where no backup file is created try increasing 

this delay. 

Changes To User Options 

New option 'Reuse Windows'. 

 If selected Stocker will search for an existing window when an action is selected from a menu or toolbar. If one is 

found Stocker will use that window instead of creating a new one. 

When deselected Stocker will simply create a new window. Note this only applies to windows which can be 

minimized. That includes all lists and forms such as 'View Order Header' and 'Create New Order Header' etc. 

Ordinary forms which do not have a minimize button are not affected by this setting. 

This option is ignored when Stocker is running in toolbar mode with new windows always being created. 

New option 'Backup Delay'.  

This is a short delay to be executed after SQL Server has completed the backup. If two or more databases were 

backed up in quick succession or if databases were quite small the backup may not always be successfully written to 

disk even though the actual backup completed successfully. This delay ensures the file is successfully written. The 

delay duration is in seconds and can be in the range 0 - 10. The default setting is 5 seconds. 

New option ‘Main Menu Shortcuts’ 

Turn On/Off the keyboard shortcuts for the main window.  Windows can lose the input focus causing keyboard entry 

to be directed to the main window instead of the window being worked in.  If this is a problem turn off keyboard 

entry for the main window. 

Vehicle Booking Options  

These have been moved from the General Settings tab to a separate tab. This tab is not available to the Free Edition 

of Stocker. 

Goods In and Goods Out Order Management 
Three new actions have been added to these programs under the View option on the menu. 

 Query All Orders – selected from the menu or by the key combination Ctrl+1 
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 Query Live Orders– selected from the menu or by the key combination Ctrl+2 

 Query Close Orders– selected from the menu or by the key combination Ctrl+3 

When one of these options is selected the Order Management programs operate on orders within the selected 

category. The current category of orders being used can be seen to the left hand side of the title bar. 

  
 

The display changes when a new category is selected and the first order for the new category displayed.  Switching 

between the three categories is a simple process of keying the relevant  key combination. 

Stocker inspects the entry Display Closed Orders on the General Settings  tab of User Options when one of the Order 

Management programs is requested, from the  main menu.  If the Display Closed Orders entry is checked Stocker will 

display all orders as you scroll through the order database. That is, when you press the Get Next arrow on the 

toolbar (or press Ctrl+right arrow) the next order is displayed regardless of what stage it is currently in processing.  If 

the Display Closed Orders entry is not checked Stocker will ignore all closed and cancelled orders. 

Changing the category of orders operated on, by selecting one of the new actions, is only temporary and is only valid 

while the Order Management  window is open. The new actions do not change the state of the Display Closed Orders 

entry under User Options.  Once the Order Management window is closed Stocker looks again at the User Options 

setting when a new window is opened. 

View Goods In and Goods Out Order Headers 
As for the Order Management programs for Warehouse Receipts and Warehouse Shipments three new actions have 

been added. 

 Query All Orders – selected from the menu 

 Query Live Orders– selected from the menu 

 Query Close Orders– selected from the menu 

Here the current category being view by each program is displayed in the bottom left hand corner of the window. 

  
 

As for the Order Management programs Stocker inspects the Display Closed Orders entry under User Options.  

Selecting one of the new actions affects only the currently open window and does not affect the setting of Display 

Closed Orders. 
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Order Summary Reports 
Both the Goods In (Warehouse receipts) and Goods Out (Warehouse Shipments)  Order Summary enquires/reports 

have been divided into the three separate segments: 

 All Orders 

 Live Orders 

 Closed Orders 

Selecting an enquire/report from one of these sections displays only orders relevant to that section. 

Goods In Order Summaries 
Each section contains an entry for the following enquiries/reports 

 Orders By Customer (By Order number for the Owner warehouse system) 

 By Date Ordered 

 By Due Date 

 By Date Received 

 By Supplier 

 By Order Type 

 

Goods Out Order Summaries 
Each section contains an entry for the following enquiries/reports 

 Orders By Customer (By Order number for the Owner warehouse system) 

 By Date Ordered 

 By Due Date 

 By Date Despatched 

 By Order Type 
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Order Summaries and Reusing Windows 
When you right click with the mouse button on an entry in one of the Order Summary windows, Stocker opens the 

selected order for viewing or working with. 

When the entry Reuse Windows on the General Settings  tab of User Options is not selected/checked Stocker opens  

a new Order Management Window. 

When the Reuse Windows entry is selected/checked Stocker looks for an existing Order Management window. If one 

is not found Stocker opens a new window. If an existing Order Management window is found Stocker will use it. 

Stocker will change the category of Order Management window to match the category of the Order Summary 

window which called it. 

For example, let’s suppose a program under Order Summaries – Closed Orders called an existing Order Management 

window.  Then let’s suppose the Order Management window was looking at Live Orders. The Order Management 

window would be changed to look at Closed Orders.  You can easily change the Order Management back to looking 

at Live Orders by pressing Ctrl+2. 

The Order Summary window also takes ownership of the Order Management window. This means if you close the 

Order Management window the Order summary window will be restored and brought to the front of other 

windows. 

The above description applies to the View Order Header windows when called by double-clicking the left mouse 

button in an Order Summary list. 

Improvements To Keyboard Entry 
Executing commands via the keyboard has always been an integral part of Stocker.  Stocker’s list (Excel style) 

windows, such as the order management windows, provide the main engine for using Stocker. All  have their own 

keyboard commands to compliment selecting equivalent options from their menus. The keyboard key combination 

Ctrl+K lists all commands for each list window.  

Now, however, all keyboard command are also listed in the menus for easy access. 
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Entering Dates 
When entering a date, three letters have special meanings and can be used as quick, shorthand, entries. They 

can be entered either in uppercase or lowercase. 

Character Entered Translation 

t or T Enter today’s date 

o or O Enter tomorrow’s date 

Y or Y Enter yesterday’s date 

Stocker’s Installers/Setup Programs 

Introduction 
This section provides additional information to that supplied for release 5.3.2. 

There are a number of installers to cater for installing Stocker in a variety of situations.  However, the setup 

programs deal with four main circumstances: 

 Installing the Free Editions 

 Installing trial versions of The Standard Edition 

 Installing a Standard Edition – server side 

 Installing a Standard Edition – client side 

Installing the Free Editions 

The Free Editions install the Stocker application files, Stocker’s databases and a SQL Server 2005 Express databases 

engine.  SQL Server 2005 is chosen as it is a small download (by today’s standards) and produces an installation file 

of around 60MB. However, upgrades to later versions of SQL Server are catered for through other installers. 

Installing A Trial Version Of The Standard Edition 
These install the Stocker application files, Stocker’s databases and a SQL Server 2008 R2 Express databases engine. 

SQL Server 2008 is still the standard platform for Stocker (see the  next section).  These installers do not install the 

SQL Server Management Studio which can be used to properly manage  databases, for example to do backups and 

restores.  Although Stocker can perform quick backups and all installers can restore user databases, it is 

recommended the SQL Server Management Studio is installed and used to manage databases if it is decided to use 

Stocker permanently. 

These installers are roughly 120MB in size. 

Installing A Standard Edition Of Stocker – Server Side 
Server side installations are for new users, unless a trial version has been previously installed. They involve installing 

the Stocker application files, Stocker’s databases and optionally SQL Server 2008 R2. 

Server Side Installations Including SQL Server 

These install the Stocker application files, Stocker’s databases, a SQL Server 2008 R2 Express databases engine and 

the SQL Server Management Studio.  As mentioned above, SQL Server 2008 R2 is still the standard platform for 

Stocker.  This is primarily because it is the last version of SQL Server which can run on Windows XP.  As long as 

Stocker supports XP SQL Server 2008 will remain the standard database platform. See the next section if you want to 

use a later version of SQL Server. 
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The second, perhaps less important reason, for standardising on SQL Server 2008 is the size of installation file 

created.  Even these installers create a download file of around 320MB. SQL Server 2012 Express is 600MB. SQL 

Server 2014 Express is over 800MB. 

Server Side Installations Excluding SQL Server 

These are perhaps the most flexible of all installers.  The setup programs for the Free Editions of Stocker, the trial 

versions and the Standard Edition all provide some version of SQL Server as an option. It is necessary for SQL Server 

to be an option in case you need to re-install Stocker or install an update. 

Server Side Installations Excluding SQL Server install the Stocker applications and Stocker’s databases only. They  do 

not offer SQL Server as an option as part of the installation.  Instead the will install Stocker’s databases in an instance 

(copy) of SQL Server which already exists on the target computer. Versions of SQL Server which these installer/setup 

programs support are: 

 SQL Server 2005 

 SQL Server 2008 

 SQL Server 2012 

 SQL Server 2014 

These installers are the most flexible and very small, less than 10MB. 

Support For 64Bit Windows  

Installers of the standard/full edition have the option to install SQL Server Express 2008. Alternatively, the databases 

can be installed into an instance of SQL Server which is already installed on a computer.  

Stocker is a 32bit program.  On a 64bit machine Stocker's installers install 32bit SQL Server in WOW64. Previously, 

the installers were not configured to talk to 64bit SQL Server 2008. 

If the existing instance of SQL Server was 64bit (on a 64bit machine) the installer failed when trying to install the 

databases.  The installers now seek both 32bit and 64bit SQL Server 2008 on 64bit machines. 

32bit SQL Server 2008 will continue to be the standard setup option while XP is supported. Also, as SQL Server 

installations become larger, at present, the standard installers will still be configured for SQL Server 2008.  

Installing A Standard Edition Of Stocker – Client Side 
These are intended to be used for installing the Stocker application files  on a client computer.  If you have 

purchased more than one licence, Stocker will need to be installed on a second computer. This second computer is 

the client. All need be done is supply the name of the computer and the instance of SQL Server which holds Stocker’s 

databases. The client then connects to the computer acting as the server. 

These client installers can also be used  in a single user environment where both Stocker and SQL Server are situated 

on the same machine. 

Installing New Databases and Restoring User Databases 
The free, trial and server side setup programs now have the following options: 

 Install fresh databases from the installer 

 Do not install any databases. Continue using currently installed databases. 

 Version 5.3.3 supports selective restore of user’s own database backups. 
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This actually means these installers can behave as client installers by not installing any databases, making use of 

those currently installed.  

They can also selectively restore user database backups. Users can backup Stocker’s databases from within Stocker.  

Note if you backup a database in use the current state of logged in users is stored within the backup.  Should you 

restore such a backup you will need to use the LogoutUsers utility to log out any users who were logged in at the 

time the backup was taken. 

Note also the selective restore only restores the specific database selected. All other databases are left unchanged. 

When restoring user databases the setup program looks backups within the folder specified on the File Locations tab 

of User Options (under Configuration on Stocker’s main menu). The physical backup files must also have the 

following filenames within this folder. 

For the Owner Warehouse system 

 For the Training Database – OwnerTrainDB2005 

 For the Lite Database – OwnerLiteDB2005 

 For the Live Database – OwnerLiveDB2005 

For the Third Party system 

 For the Training Database – ThirdPartyTrainDB2005 

 For the Lite Database – ThirdPartyLiteDB2005 

 For the Live Database – ThirdPartyLiveDB2005 

Note when installing a new version of Stocker you should always uninstall any previous version. This is especially 

the case when moving from one version of SQL Server to another as the ODBC settings which control Stocker’s 

connection to SQL Server may not be updated. 
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What’s New In Stocker 5.3.4 

Stocker WMS  Version 5.3.4 

Include Database Restore Function Within Stocker 

Introduction 
A database cannot be restored if it's in use. This is not a restriction applied by Stocker, it is a restriction of SQL Server 

itself. So before you attempt a restore you must ensure all users are logged out of the database you want to restore. 

This includes Stocker users and any anyone else connected to the database via another program. For example, if 

somebody is using the SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) and has a query window open, which is connected to 

the database you want to restore, than that query window must be closed to disconnect from the database. 

 

You can restore the database you are currently using or a database you are not using. The restore procedure uses 

the terms Active Database and Inactive Database. The Active Database refers to the database you are currently 

logged into. The Inactive Database refers to the database you are not currently logged into - but someone else might 

be. 

Restoring The Active Database 
First ensure all users of the database are logged out and disconnected from the database. This leaves only you 

connected. Close all windows you have open (except the database restore window - if you have it open). This will 

ensure you have only one connection to the database from the main window. When you request the actual restore 

you will be disconnected from the database automatically and reconnected after completion. 

 

Stocker does its best to check internally that there are no connections to the database. It does not check for external 

connections (e.g. via the SSMS). If the restore operation fails check Stocker's log file (Main Menu->Administrator-

>View System Log File) it should state Database In Use and/or provide a code identifying the reason for the failure.  
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Restoring An Inactive Database 
This follows the same procedure as that described above for restoring the active database with the exception that, 

since you are not connected to the inactive database, you do not need to be disconnected from SQL Server. In this 

case ensure all users are completely logged out of Stocker and any other program which may be connected to the 

database you want to restore. 

Restoring A Database 
To restore a database you must be logged in as a SQL Server Administrator. The default administrator for SQL Server 

is sa. If you installed Stocker with one of the bundled SQL Server Express editions, this administrator will have been 

created for you. As part of the installation process you will have also provided a password for the administrator. To 

recap on the installation process you will have provided: 

 The SQL Server Administrator password - required here  
 The computer user account under which the SQL Server service is to run  
 The password for that account  

Installers Can Now Use Latest Stocker Database Backup 
Should you need to reinstall Stocker for any reason you can now elect to restore the last database backup taken 

within Stocker. 

Previously you had to rename any backup to match the name of a virgin database held within the installer. 
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What’s New In Stocker 5.3.5 

Stocker WMS  Version 5.3.5 

Complete Redesign of System Switch Management 
System Switch management has been made far simpler. The form with drop-down lists has been replaced with an 

excel style grid and a check box against each row in the grid.  

Each row is populated with a system switch comprising check box switch name and short description. Some switch  

descriptions of the have been made clearer, although the new descriptions will only be available if you install new 

databases. 

 

 To turn a switch ON tick the corresponding check box.  

 To turn a switch OFF clear the corresponding check box.  

 The actual switch settings are changed when the OK button is pressed  

 The Cancel button will ignore any changes you have made 

To use the form select/deselect the check boxes for the required switches and press OK. The form will be refreshed 

to display the switch settings. 

The default switch settings have been changed such that only the following switches are ON after installation: 

 AUDITING 

 GIBLOCMV 

 IFACECSV 

 PTYPEMIX 

 SELBYMIX 
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Remove Initial User Code Screen. 
Previously, after requesting User Codes from the main menu, an initial window was displayed with drop-down lists. 

This could be used to manage User Codes. 

On this window, there was also a button labelled 'List' which opened an excel style grid listing all User Codes and 

which could also be used to manage User Codes, more easily. This is now the only screen displayed and User Codes 

are solely managed from here. 

Include Ctrl Key Shortcuts For Forms 
Ctrl Key shortcuts added to the following four forms which contain menus: 

 View Goods In (Warehouse Receipts) Headers 

 View Goods Out (Warehouse Shipments) Headers 

 View Goods In Consignments (batch order processing) 

 View Goods Out Consignments (batch order processing) 

Additional shortcuts have been added to the main menu to call these functions. 
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What’s New In Stocker 5.3.6 

Stocker WMS  Version 5.3.6 

Implementation Of Sorted Lists 
Many of Stocker's lists can now be sorted. You can sort the list by clicking on the column header/heading. The ability 

to sort lists is controlled by the User Option Sort Lists (See Log 270). Note only items currently populating a list will 

be sorted. The User Options 'Drip Feed Lists' and 'Drip Feed Pages' delay adding rows to lists until you scroll down 

the list. These options are provided to improve performance for very large lists. If you enable these settings you will 

have to re-sort a list after adding new rows to the bottom of a list when you scroll down. See Using Stocker 

Performance Options for more information. Not all lists can be sorted.  Following is a breakdown of which lists can 

and cannot be sorted as of Stocker 5.3.6. 

 Goods In (Warehouse Receipts) - all lists can be sorted 

 Goods Out (Warehouse Shipments) - all lists can be sorted 

 Warehouse Manager - all lists can be sorted 

 Enquiries/Reports - all lists can be sorted 

 Stocktaking and Stock Checking - no lists can be sorted 

 Master Databases - Manage Customers, Suppliers, Hauliers (Carriers), Products and Adresses 

 Warehouse Setup - no lists can be sorted 

 Others, Configuration and Administrator - no lists can be sorted 

New User Configuration Option Sort Lists 
Turns on or off the ability to sort lists by clicking on the column header.  
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Changes To How Stocker Displays Dates 
How Dates Are Handled In Stocker 

You can enter a date in one of four formats depending on the setting of the System Switch  USADATES. If this switch 

is set OFF dates are entered using the British formats: 

 DDMMYY 

 DD/MM/YY 

If this switch is set ON dates are entered using the American formats: 

 MMDDYY 

 MM/DD/YY 

Note dates are always stored in Stocker's databases with full 4 digit years. At the turn of a century the System Switch 

NEWCNTRY should be turned on. 

As of version 5.3.6 a date may be displayed in a number of formats: 

 When System Switch USADATES is OFF and a date is expected to be input on a form, any existing date will be 

displayed as DD/MM/YY and a date can be entered either as DDMMYY or DD/MM/YY. 

 When System Switch USADATES is ON and a date is expected to be input on a form, any existing date will be 

displayed as MM/DD/YY and a date can be entered either as MMDDYY or MM/DD/YY. 

 Where a date is merely being displayed it will be formatted either as DD/MM/YYYY or MM/DD/YYYY 

depending on the setting of the System Switch USADATES 

 When the User Option Sort Lists is selected, dates within sorted lists are always displayed in the format 

YYYY/MM/DD. This is to ensure dates a sorted properly within lists. 

See release 5.3.7 

 When the User Option Sort Lists is de-selected, dates within sorted lists are displayed either as DD/MM/YYYY 

or MM/DD/YYYY depending on the setting of the System Switch  USADATES.  

See release 5.3.7 

 In lookups dates are always displayed in the format YYYY/MM/DD as sorting is always turned on.  

See Release 5.3.7 

Improvements To The Sort Algorithm For Lists And Lookups 
Previously the sort algorithm did not sort numbers correctly.  For example the number 2000 is greater than 90. 

However, the sort procedure would detect 90 as being greater than 2000. This was due to the algorithm sorting on 

the first character found. Thus detecting  9 was greater than 2. 

This has been corrected along with other enhancements to improve sorting. 

Improvements To Stock Inventory Reports 
This applies largely to the Third Party system. A number of warehouse inventory reports now provide customer 

totals for: 

 Total pallets held 

 Total stock holding across all products 

The following reports have been changed. 

 All reports by customer/product code. 
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 Stock by pallet number 

 Pallet totals by product 

 Pallet Search 

 Movement summary 

For the Owner Warehouse system the following two reports have been changed to show totals for total pallets held 

for a product and total quantity: 

 Pallet Search 

 Movement summary 

New Enquiry/Report Product By Location  
Stocker 5.3.6 provides the ability to sort lists. The sort is performed dynamically within a list. Reports produced by 

lists are always itemized in the order of the original screen enquiry. In the case of the product enquiries this is in 

Sellby/BBE and/or date received order. 

This new enquiry provides an inventory of all pallets for a selected product or groups of products sorted in location 

sequence. The associated report will also be printed in location sequence. 

Enquiries/reports are available in location sequence. However, these list all products within the selected range of 

locations. This applies to the standard edition of Stocker only. 

Setup Programs Can Now Use An Existing Default SQL Server Instance 
Most setup programs have the option to install SQL Server 2008 R2 Express. Should you decide to install SQL Server 

it can only be installed into a named instance. You cannot install SQL Server into the default instance SQLEXPRESS. 

Many computers can be pre-installed with a default instance or you may have installed other software which, itself, 

may have installed a default instance of SQL Express. The blocking of the default instance ensures there is no 

possibility of corrupting an existing default instance by installing stocker; or corrupting Stocker’s installation by 

installing other software. 

There is one setup program designed to create the databases in an existing instance of a retail version of SQL Server 

- NOT SQL Express. Previously this setup could not use the default instance - MSSQLSERVER. 

This setup program does not offer SQL Server Express. It can create the databases in SQL Server 2005, 2008, 2012 or 

2014 and can now create these databases in  a default SQL Server instance or a named instance. Note this setup 

program is not available for the Free Edition of Stocker. 
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What’s New In Stocker 5.3.7 

Stocker WMS  Version 5.3.7 

Introduction 
This is a small maintenance release to make corrections and enhancements to the following : 

 How dates are displayed in lists 

 The sort algorithm in sorted lists 

How Dates Are Displayed in Lists 
In all lists and lookups (search selection forms) dates are now formatted either as DD/MM/YYYY or MM/DD/YYYY 

depending on the setting of the System Switch USADATES. That is, for lists where sorting is enabled, dates are no 

longer display in the format YYYY/MM/DD as in version 5.3.6. 

Changes To the Sort Algorithm For Lists 
There was a problem introduced in Release 5.3.6 whereby alphabetic columns (for example descriptions) were not 

always sorted properly. This has been corrected in Release 5.3.7 

Dates are now always displayed in lists according to the setting of the System Switch USADATES. However, they will 

still be sorted properly. This may result in the sorting of dates taking slightly longer, since all dates need to be 

converted to the format YYYY/MM/DD during the actual sorting process. However, this should not be a significant 

problem, especially as we consider a list is generally sorted by the required date when a list is initially produced.  A 

wait cursor is now displayed for the duration of the sort. 

Lists Being Refreshed When A Window Was Restored 
Stocker has the option to restore a window (from an icon) or bring an open window to the foreground when the 

User Option Reuse Windows is selected. (See Configuration->User Options->General Tab). Previously, re-enabling a 

window in this way resulted in the list being refreshed. This automatic refresh has been removed as it caused the list 

to be re-sorted on the first column, when it might have previously been sorted on another column. 

Changing The State of System USADATES 
Previously, this required a restart of Stocker before the change took effect (contrary to the information in Stocker’s 

help). The change is now effected immediately. Note, however, you will need to close any open windows and re-

open them. 

 

 

 


